The best way to predict the future is to create it
– Peter Drucker

Let’s Live was registered as a Public charitable Trust for General Public Utility in January
2018. One year down the lane we’ve tested the waters and have gained a better clarity on
what we want to do going forward and how to do it. The last quarter of 2018 paved a
significant way for it.
Merchants of Madness- 01,02 September 2018, Antisocial, Hauskhaz- New Delhi
Thanks to Paul and Sabriye, my mentors and the co-founders of Kanthari, I was fortunate to
get in touch with Val Resh, the founder of the The Red Door, a creative platform to spread
awareness of mental health issues. We could connect easily on our first meeting because of
the similarity of the projects that we work for and the cause that we were so passionate
about. Before I knew, I was invited to be part of the Merchants of Madness program – an event
where madness was celebrated. The event that was held in New Delhi saw famous activists
from across the country living with various mental health conditions sharing their experiences
about the so called “madness” and how the madness creatively transformed their lives. The
event was organised by Bhor Foundation, another NGO working in the field of mental health in
collaboration with The Red Door. Let’s Live offered its support to this creative and innovative
concept, which they wanted to bring to Kerala at some point of time in the future.

Breaking the Myths – 09 September 2018, The Reading Room, Kowdiar, Trivandrum
World Mental Health Day is celebrated on 10 September every year to spread Mental Health
awareness. As part of this initiative, Let’s Live organised an awareness program called –
Breaking the Myths- for the general public with a special focus on breaking the myths
surrounding Depression and Suicide and how each one of us can offer help to those who suffer
from Depression and Suicidal ideation.

A Beautiful Mind – 09 October 2018, The Reading Room, Kowdiar, Trivandrum
World Suicide Prevention Day is celebrated on 10 October every year to spread awareness on
how we can prevent suicide. As part of this initiative, Let’s Live organised an awareness
program called – A Beautiful Mind- for the general public with a special focus on how mental
health is portrayed in movies followed by an open discussion on why people commit suicide.
This session saw experience sharing and peer support of all those who participated.

MH Warriors – 10 October 2018, The Muffin House, Pattom, Trivandrum
World Mental Health Day 2018 focuses on Young People and Mental Health in a Changing
World. As part of this, Let's Live conducted a series of awareness programs for the youngsters
in October. The first one was MH Warriors - an Intercollegiate Competition between Govt. Law
College Trivandrum and Govt. Engineering College Barton Hill, Trivandrum which saw the
selection of Mental Health Warriors from both colleges. These students who act as mental
health volunteers for their respective colleges will be first point of contact for any student
suffering from mental/emotional health issues to reach out for further help. The event which
was held to establish peer support groups in colleges was sponsored by The Muffin House in
Trivandrum.

MH Champions – 24-25 October 2018, NUALS, Kalamassery, Kochi
As part of Mental Health Awareness Month, an awareness program was organized by NSS unit of
NUALS Kalamassery, Kochi which was conducted by Let’s Live. The event saw intercollegiate
competition between NUALS and CUSAT SLS. Mental health awareness was given to students of
both colleges and 20+ volunteers were selected. The volunteers also signed the No Suicide
Agreement with Let’s Live.

Social Enterprise Exhibition – 2 December 2018, YMCA Hall, Trivandrum
Social Enterprise Exhibition organized by Dviti Foundation saw 20+ NGOs working in the city for
various causes networking and connecting with each other. It was a venue for connecting
various NGOs with the youth who wanted to volunteer with these NGOs.

Media Focus – Please Listen & A Pillar of Support
The article written by Liza George – Please Listen – was published in the English daily The
Hindu on 08 September 2018.

The article written by Gautham S Kumar – A Pillar of Support – was published in the English
daily Deccan Chronicle on 18 September 2018.

Coming Soon…The Halfway Café @ Trivandrum
We are trying to finalize the space for setting up The Halfway Café - the first café in
Trivandrum to offer mental and emotional support to young adults suffering from depression
and other emotional/ mental health issues. As we complete one year, we extend our gratitude
to all our supporters and well-wishers who have supported us in all possible ways – especially
our friends who trusted in us and made initial donations. We could not have done it without
each one of you. Thank you for the support.
Let’s Live wishes all of you a very happy and peaceful new year.
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